Since its 1946 independence, Syria has fielded a team for every summer Olympic competition except 1956, yet has won only three Olympic medals. In contrast with its smaller, higherpowered neighbor Lebanon, its participation at the Olympics has been consistent but limited, with the country making little impact internationally. Yet the history of Syria's involvement with the Olympics reflects key elements of its political and social history: its ambitious but short-lived partnership with Egypt, the Baathist-supported promotion of women as athletes and head of the National Olympic Committee, and its commitment to participation in the vexed but ideologically important Pan-Arab Games. This article uses official International Olympic Committee publications and related press coverage to examine the history of Syria's involvement with the Olympic Games, the Mediterranean Games, and the Pan-Arab Games. It argues that Syria's participation was initially important not for its medal count but for the "sign of statehood" that membership in the Olympic community conferred, and that its participation in regional games supported Syria's political positions as a Baathist, Arab republic. It concludes by contending that these political commitments have renewed salience as the conflict in Syria that began in March 2011 continues, and the country's participation in Olympic and regional games becomes increasingly politicized.
Introduction
Since becoming independent from French mandatory control in 1946, Syria has sent athletes to every summer Olympic Games -with the exception of the 1956 Melbourne Olympics, when it joined with neighbors Egypt, Iraq, and Lebanon in a boycott to protest foreign involvement in the Suez crisis. A relatively small country -at 71,500 square miles, it is larger than neighbors Jordan and Lebanon but smaller than Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, and even Oman and Yemen -Syria had as of June 2013 an estimated 22.5 million people, with roughly 90% Arabs and the rest Armenian, Kurdish, and other minorities, making it a mid-range country populationwise for the region. Religiously, the country's population is approximately 75% Sunni Muslim, 15% Shii (including Ismaili) Muslims and Druze, 10% Christian, with a handful of Jews remaining from Syria's historical Jewish population.
i While Syria joined the Olympic community less than two years after attaining independence, it was able to send only one athlete to the 1948 London games: diver Zouheir Chourbagi, who placed tenth in the final round of the 10 meter dive and later worked for Syria' Ministry of Education.
ii Yet while Syria has consistently participated in the summer Olympic Games, it has taken home only three Olympic medals since 1948: silver in 1984, gold in 1996, and bronze in 2004 . This disconnect between the country's commitment to Olympic participation and its "return on investment" with respect to the number of medals won suggests that for Syria, as for many other smaller states around the world, Olympic participation proved meaningful in other ways. (The relatively greater medal counts of states with similar GDPs and populations sizes suggests that Syria's low medal count may also have reflected domestic factors, whether limited program funding, military dominance of sports training, or insufficient infrastructure -all subjects worthy of investigation in future research.)
Joining the Olympic community in 1948 gave the newly independent Syria, with its weak nationalist government, instant recognition from the global community of sovereign states. As Syria matured and its government (and governing ideologies) shifted with the multiple coups of the 1950s, culminating in the short-lived alliance with Egypt and ending with the 1963 Baathist coup, Syria's involvement in international sporting events consistently reflected and reinforced the country's political positions. Known officially as the Syrian Arab Republic, the country's secular, Arab socialist identity included the promotion of sports at the individual, national, regional, and international level, as a way to construct strong, healthy, modern citizens -a heritage that stretched back to the nationalist youth and men's organizations of the Mandate era.
While generally sending fewer than twenty athletes to any Olympic competition, iii the Baathist government's secular ideology may be seen, for example, in its early and consistent inclusion of male and female athletes from Christian and Muslim backgrounds in Olympic cohorts -most notably Ghada Shouaa, an Arab Christian who won the gold medal for the women's heptathlon at the 1996 Summer Games in Atlanta, Georgia. It may also be seen in the government's emphasis on youth sports and physical education -with the latter specifically mentioned in Syria's constitution. Syria, this article argues, followed a more typical path for a country of its size and resources:
sending small contingents of athletes to each Games without taking home many medals or having much influence on the Olympic community. Yet its trajectory also illustrates the principle that involvement with international sports organizations can play an important role in the shaping of national identity for late-independence states. Its involvement with the Olympic and regional games, while less outsized than Lebanon's, reflects its national outlook and political history.
However, while Lebanon's participation in the Games continued regardless of its domestic situation -the country continued sending athletes from all sects without interruption during its 15-year civil war -for Syria participation in the Games has and continues to have a highly politicized component. The findings of this article suggest the importance of recognizing how even similar initial trajectories -shared Ottoman histories, intertwined French mandate territories, common late-independence time frames, and numerous economic and familial connections -can also result in different pathways. Syria's involvement with the Olympic Games and the Olympic community was far more typical than was Lebanon's -and so is the current embroilment of its sports commitments with its domestic politics.
This article will first offer a brief overview of the history of modern Syria, then discuss the history of Syria's involvement with the Olympics, contrast that with its involvement in several
Olympic-affiliated and non Olympic-affiliated regional games, and connect this history with the increased interest -or scrutiny -that attended the country's participation in the Summer 2012
Olympics. It will suggest that Syria's engagement with the Olympics historically was less important politically than its engagement in the regional games, while noting that Syria's involvement with international amateur sports at both levels was more limited than that of its smaller neighbor, Lebanon. It will also suggest that the current conflict in Syria has and will continue to make Syrian participation in future regional and Olympic Games a more salient 
Research approach: Olympic affiliation as 'sign of statehood'
This article will return to the story of Bashar al-Asad's Syria below, but first turns to explain its engagement with a concept that used in two previous studies of other Middle East Mandate states, Palestine and Lebanon: that of the "signs of statehood". For the first, it applied to signs of impending statehood while Palestine was still under British tutelage; for the second, it applied to signs that the international community recognized newly independent Lebanon as a sovereign state. xi The concept of "signs of statehood", as articulated by scholar Geoffrey Best, has typically been used by political scientists, journalists, historians, and -on the ground -NGO workers, as a means of assessing the effective sovereignty of a particular state or territory. xii Often, the signs scrutinized have been domestic: practical issues like having one functional and universally recognized currency, for example, or identity-building signs like having and using a national anthem.
On the international level, acceptance for membership in the United Nations has been seen as the defining sign of statehood -supplying legitimacy crucial for national leaders seeking selfdetermination, and useful later as a foundation from which to project particular national identities Putting great emphasis on Olympic membership and active involvement in the Olympic community was certainly the case for Lebanon, whose history with the Olympics this author has examined elsewhere. xiii The research question in this study started as a comparative one: how similar was Syria's experience with the Olympics, and how important was Olympic participation to Syria from independence through the present? The comparison with Lebanon made sense because in many ways, these two states began from sibling positions: they shared four centuries of Ottoman governance and two and a half decades of French mandate tutelage, with its emphasis on promoting religious minorities (particularly in the military) and promoting sectarian identity as the primary one through which citizens should regard one another and the state should regard them. However, they are not the same: Syria's territory and population are five times those of Lebanon, and Syria's population diversity is tempered by having one dominant ethnicity (Arab) and religion (Sunni Muslim), while in Lebanon no ethnic or sectarian group claims a majority. Syrian and Lebanese history diverged strikingly in terms of how they as independent countries intersected with the Olympic Committee and Olympic community.
As noted above, Lebanon's involvement with the Olympic community was championed by a Asian Games seems to have been more than the chance to swim well in a small pond. xxxiv The small, late independent countries of the Middle East and southern Mediterranean appear in the 1950s and 1960s to have placed great emphasis on the role of regional games in fostering sports awareness, building national identity, and strengthening regional ties. "Even though a formal union of Arab countries … did not succeed due to the particularistic interests of [national] leaders," Silva and Gerber argue, "the [Arab] Games reinforced the sentiment of an Arab identity and helped to create an imagined community among the Arabs" -particularly for newlyindependent or, in the 1950s, still-colonized countries. xxxv Using sports to strengthen ties between people is a highly Olympic goal, although the regional contexts at times made the regional games more politicized than the full Olympic Games. Further, involvement in regional sporting events served a domestic purpose as well. In addition to encouraging good feelings and fostering shared identities around the Arab world, Mahfoud Amara argues that "sport played an important role in Arab states' policies in the formation of nation states and mobilization of the masses". xxxvi Hosting regional games, whether the Pan-Arab, Mediterranean, or smaller games, could provide an opportunity for domestic as well as regional political goals.
Syria did not host any major regional games in the 1950s and 1960s. However, by the 1970s, the Asad government appears to have seen investing in the major sports complexes required to host a regional game as part of a broader initiative to play a larger leadership role in the region. It also served to promote sports and physical activity among Syrians. In a recent academic work, former 
Conclusion: looking ahead
Since March 2011 Syria has become embroiled in an increasingly bloody conflict -described variously as a civil war or a rebellion, but certainly a contest over the future of the country, its political system, and the rights and welfare of its inhabitants. This article concludes with an effort to connect the current conflict to this study on Syria and the Olympic Games, as well as 
